Project IDAGO
TECHNICAL INSTRUCTIONS

Welcome to the automated bike rental system˝jeseNICE bikes˝.
Quick guide and instructions for easy rental and use of bicycles.
1. Approach the kiosk with an LCD screen and tap on the screen to start. Select the language
and follow the instructions. Use of the system is possible only with a ˝jeseNICE bikes˝ user
card. If you wish to become a user, please contact the administrator.
2. To log in to the system, place your ˝jeseNICE bikes˝ card on the specially designated spot
on the LCD screen.
3. Enter your PIN code (four digit number you received with the card) and confirm.
4. For bike rental or other services, follow the instructions on the screen.
5. If you decide to rent a bike, wait for the system to check all the docking points and inform
you which bikes are available. You will be able to choose a number from 1 to 8 (depending
on the number of bikes), which also represents the number of bike stands.
6. After you select one of the bikes, wait for the system to process your choice and confirm it.
7. Following confirmation, you have 20 seconds to approach the bike stand where the selected
bike is located and press the silver button to unlock the stand (beeping signal from the
lock).
8. After pressing the button, grasp the bike with one hand on the seat and the other on the
handlebar and with one movement gently push it first forward and then backward and
thereby remove the bike from its docking point.
9. In the event that for any reason you are not able to remove the bike from its docking point,
wait for the beeping sound to shut off, strongly push the bike back into the stand and make
sure it is locked; then repeat the rental process from the beginning.
10. After a successful rental and ride, just like before only harder, push the bike back into the
docking point and thereby lock it.
11. In the event that upon your arrival all the bike stands are occupied or there are no free
bikes, please wait until the arrival of the maintenance service or go to the next station.
12. In the event of a system failure, please call +386 31 334 423.
13. In the event of a bike defect, please call +386 31 334 423.

